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Kingly Character of Christ XIV 
 
 
 
 

Dear Friend: 
 

  
I am excited about 2012 because of what I hear the Lord saying!  The Lord awakened me on December 12 at 4:44 

AM and said, “Look at the numbers!”   For 2012, twenty means double and twelve is a number that can reflect 
governmental fullness or completion.  Four is a number that stands for God's creative works and mentioned three times 
means certainty.  Creative miracles are those where God gives new body parts, teeth, stream of income or 
spontaneously creates what is needed to fulfill our call. 

When prophetic direction comes, I look for confirmations.  The next day, after this Holy Spirit encounter, a 
minister friend from Portland, OR called with a creative praise report.  In the 1990’s he stood against ordaining 
homosexuals in his denomination by prophetically warning his bishop that if he defiled God's bride, the Lord would kill 
his bride.  Seven days after the bishop agreed to ordain homosexuals, his wife suddenly and unexpectedly died.  The 
bishop’s vendetta of destruction against my friend began that day! 

My friend’s church was taken and he was expelled.  He went to minister in Africa.  After a number of very 
successful years, the bishop grew jealous of his anointing and again got him expelled.  After eight years of hell back in 
America, struggling to survive, a call came from a global organization inviting him to: “Come represent refugees in all of 
Africa with a 4-5 billion dollar budget!”  The creative power of God is sending him back in honor to the very continent 
where he left in dishonor, because of one man’s jealousy and lies.   The Lord has redeemed the adversity by creating a 
position of honor and blessing. 

This is a year to believe for God's creative Hand to be released, supplying exceeding abundantly above all we 
could ask for or think!  Be encouraged because I believe heaven is opening for the church, creating divine intervention to 
deliver and supply even to the point of creating what does not yet exist to enable and empower us to gain an end-time 
harvest!  When creative miracles are released, the church is empowered to overcome all obstacles, especially those 
raised by an adversarial government and the judiciary! 

 

Yours in Him,  

 

 

 

Al Houghton 
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Kingly Character of Christ XIV 
 
 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1 
Scripture: Revelation 19:11-16, 1 Peter 5:1-4 
 
 One of the strongest passages in the New Testament portrays the Jesus you and I serve as a warrior and a judge.  
His eyes are a flame of fire, He is clothed with a robe dipped in blood, He is obviously in the midst of combat, and He is 
leading armies who are dressed in white and clean linen.  Out of His mouth goes a sharp sword and with it He is striking 
nations and ruling them with a rod of iron.  Everyone in full-time ministry, because of 1 Peter 5:1-4, is responsible for the 
perception of a pastor.  This passage states, “The elders who are among you I exhort, I who am a fellow elder and a 
witness of the sufferings of Christ, and also a partaker of the glory that will be revealed: Shepherd the flock of God which 
is among you, serving as overseers, not by compulsion but willingly, not for dishonest gain but eagerly; nor as being lords 
over those entrusted to you, but being examples to the flock; and when the Chief Shepherd appears, you will receive the 
crown of glory that does not fade away.”  Perhaps one of the most misunderstood concepts today is how the average 
person views a pastor!  Pastoring comes from the Greek word poy-mah-ee-no and it means, ‘to shepherd.’  The cultural 
norm painted for pastors has nothing to do with war and is completely disconnected with the image of Christ that we 
see in Revelation 19:11-16.  Every reference to the ruling, reigning, warring, judging Jesus has been disassociated with 
the pastor.  Pastoring is ancient shepherding.  Every one of the five-fold ministry of Ephesians 4:11 pastors according to 
their piece of God's heart.  A prophet shepherds differently from an evangelist.  Jesus had much to say about shepherds.  
Jesus was not silent about the difference between the true and false shepherds.  The New Testament has volumes to say 
about what makes a good shepherd.  The Greek word translated “rule” in Revelation 19:16 is our word for shepherd.  I 
believe the greatest answer to prayer we could get in 2012 would be the Holy Spirit empowering of shepherds.  The 
devil’s devices have the goal of pimping the pastorate into passivity.  There has been no greater assault on any single 
group than the demonic cultural assault on pastors.  God's shepherds are the ultimate servants.  The abuse thrown at 
them for following the Holy Spirit in upholding a standard of righteousness is stunning.  I believe the Lord is about to 
transform pastors with an anointing of holy boldness.  If King David were alive today, would he be stunned, amazed and 
ashamed at the abuse of today’s leaders?  We need warriors.  We need to recover the Kingly character of Christ and we 
once again need to see men and women who will pastor with a heart of Revelation 19:11-16.  There is a resurrection of 
the heart of David wielding the rod of iron coming to pastors.  
 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2 
Scripture: Ephesians 4:7-11, 11-13 
 
 When Jesus descended into the depths of the earth and faced hell itself for three days, He stripped principalities 
and powers of their keys of Hades and Death.  Jesus ascended victorious!  Once He was ascended, Ephesians 4:11-13 
says, “And He Himself gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for 
the equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ, till we all come to the unity of 
the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect/tel-i-os  man, to the measure of the stature of the fullness 
of Christ;,…”   the Greek word for pastor is poy-mane.  Poy-mane is the noun that identifies the office of the pastor.  
Poy-mah-ee-no is the verb defining the actions of pastors.  Revelation is revolutionary because Jesus pastors with a rod 
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of iron.  The rod of iron does not fit with the cultural concept of pastoring!  How did the cultural concept of pastoring 
become so passive?  One burst of the Holy Spirit can change this concept.   Only tradition can steal the reality and force 
of a biblical shepherd and what they did.  We stand today in a culture who sees the most passive person on the planet as 
the one who occupies the position of the pastor.  Jesus is committed to changing that concept.  Whenever the enemy 
comes to steal, kill and destroy, the Lord comes by His Spirit and authorizes a flood to restore what has been stolen and 
what has been lost.  I suspect the most militant pastors in the history of the church are about to emerge.  The creative 
God is about to anoint His pastors with a take no prisoners, no holds barred mindset proclaiming, “Here is what the 
Word says and here is what my God does!”  Resist the Lord at your own peril.  When shepherds strike with a rod of iron 
in prayer, I expect the angel of the Lord to visit and put Herods in the grave.  Pray for power on pastors! 
 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3 
Scripture: 1 Peter 5:1,2 
 
 1 Peter 5:1,2 says, “The elders who are among you I exhort, I who am a fellow elder and a witness of the 
sufferings of Christ, and also a partaker of the glory that will be revealed:  Shepherd the flock of God which is among you, 
serving as overseers, not by compulsion but willingly, not for dishonest gain but eagerly;…”  The word translated 
“Shepherd” in verse 2 is poy-mah-ee-no.  Peter commanded leaders, which includes all those who are called into five-
fold ministry because they carry a specific shepherding function.  How has the enemy robbed pastors of their authority 
and power?  Peter lists some temptations that are culprits in this theft.  Attitude is critical.  Pastoring is one of the 
toughest jobs in the world because of the words and actions of the saints.  Most congregations kill their pastors with 
criticism and judgment.  The natural response to unwarranted criticism is self-pity.  When self-pity enters, compulsion 
follows and power departs.  We are talking about the loss of divine authority that equates with the warrior side of Christ 
in each dimension of the five-fold ministry.  An equally dangerous threat to authority is the motivation “…for dishonest 
gain…”  How did we deteriorate into the passivity of the five-fold ministry that we have right now?   Failing the mammon 
test guarantees power loss.  Every single one of the five-fold has a pastoring-with-a-rod-of-iron application to impart to 
the Body of Christ.  Because without it, we cannot rise to a place of fullness.  How did we get here?  The pastorate has 
been under assault for years.  The loss of authority and passivity that reigns in the church today will change.  One way to 
get to this level of passivity is to pursue a crowd-pleasing, mammon-driven biblical model for growth by dumbing down 
the Word and refusing to speak the truth that is offensive.  One burst of Holy Spirit boldness cures that.  Pray Holy Spirit 
boldness for every pastor!  Truth offends.  The Bible is full of offense.  Political correctness is antichrist pimping and it 
needs to be pastored with a rod of iron!    
 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4 
Scripture: 1 Peter 5:3-9 
 
 In 1 Peter 5:3-9, Peter reminded us that if we shepherd like Jesus then the reward is a crown of life that will not 
fade away.  That raises the question of, how does Jesus shepherd?  Peter portrayed Jesus as Savior and Judge!  Peter 
said there is a conflict we are going to have with the enemy and we are commanded to prepare the church to resist him 
in order to be victorious.  He also inferred there is a price in this resistance because we must stand up for Christ.  That 
price is adversity and we are going to pay it.  Peter made it obvious that the issue of shepherding was the issue of 
training the church how to go to war with an adversary who was like a roaring lion looking for people to devour.  But we 
are to resist him with everything in our ability and everything in our power.  When we get to the book of Revelation we 
find out that resistance includes a rod of iron with which we strike the enemy.  We can strike those who champion the 
enemy’s agenda with a rod of iron declaring prophetic justice over them.  Jesus demonstrated this dimension by 
speaking to a fruitless fig tree.  We can expect the God we serve, “after we have suffered a little”, will deliver us.  Peter 
proclaims that promise.  Shepherding means teaching the church how to release the dominion of Christ.  Does the 
average person view a pastor as an agent of God's dominion?  Does our culture look at shepherds as those who teach 
the church how to handle the dominion of Christ?  Do we look at shepherds as the most passive people on the planet?  
Pastors are ultimate servants sent to help dysfunctional, needy people.  Most people view pastors as “turn-the-other-
cheek” counselors for people in need, with no ruling authority, no dominion and no demonstration of the judicial Christ.  
What if God decides to elevate pastors with a judicial anointing?  What if pastors pray and champions of evil die like 
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drug dealers, abusers or political and spiritual pimps?  Would the fear of the Lord return to the nations if the judicial 
Christ were to move on our shepherds?   It is time to pray for the true emerging shepherds to shoulder their anointing 
and rise to the occasion.  That time is here.  Let God arise and our enemies be scattered! 
 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5 
Scripture: John 9:1-7 
 
 In John 9:1-7, we see Jesus pastoring.  He is shepherding the blind man in an unpopular, not very politically 
correct way.  We see Jesus spit on the ground to make clay with His saliva and He anoints the eyes of the blind man and 
tells him to go wash in the pool.  Now I suspect that all observers who were watching this objected to or criticized the 
method.  How weird can a pastor be to spit on the ground, make clay put it in your eyes and tell you to wash it off.  Jesus 
was specific about where to wash!  This encounter released God’s wisdom!  The number one priority for the restoration 
of the Biblical shepherd is a willingness to follow the Holy Spirit and do what seems utterly ridiculous in the eyes of 
people.  When our actions and origins are in the Spirit, the fruit proves it.  A healed blind man proved Jesus’ actions 
were God originated.  When Jesus is the author of what we preach, people grow.    When we yield to culture we have a 
dumbed-down, seeker-sensitive priesthood more concerned about being successful than obeying God!  But the true 
success is only eternal when the origins are in the Holy Spirit.  One of the things that made Jesus so different from the 
other leaders of the day was His utter and total abandonment to the Spirit and the non-conformity in action that 
brought.  The Holy Spirit is guaranteed to drive us into the teeth of religious tradition.  From the whole issue of the 
Sabbath that Jesus excoriated to the money issues, we have got all of these things today in various and different forms.  
True success in ministry is not in how many people we attract.  That should be obvious in observing Jesus.  Some of the 
same people who liked Jesus early on shouted “Crucify Him, Crucify Him!” at the end.  If we base success on the size of 
our mailing list or the size of the crowd, we have already forfeited dominion.  Jesus learned obedience and we have to 
follow.  The foundation of all shepherding is committing to protect the sheep and do whatever the Spirit says, regardless 
of personal danger. 
 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6 
Scripture: John 9:8-16 
 
 Jesus chose to do more than to just heal a blind man.  He healed him on the Sabbath when it was illegal to do 
any work.  The Holy Spirit led the Great Shepherd to violate tradition that would result in His crucifixion.  Try and sell 
“sacrifice unto death” in a book as God’s best for you now!  Jesus brought division.  I thought the church was supposed 
to bring unity, but Jesus was led by the Spirit to do something that brought division.  That brings us to the issue of 
whether the Holy Spirit will generate things that bring division in the church.  Jesus certainly did.  He brought division 
into that religious community of no small magnitude.  If God is going to cause division, we have to ask, “What is the 
purpose of that division?”.  Perhaps the purpose is to demonstrate to people the stupidity of their tradition and the 
death and destruction it is bringing.  Perhaps that is happening even as we speak.  Is the Holy Spirit beginning to release 
and do things that will bring division in the church?  Does Jesus the Judge bring division?  Does teaching people that the 
same Jesus who saves, kills, bring division?  The same Jesus who raised the widow’s dead son at Nain, sent an angel and 
killed Herod.  The same Jesus who anointed Peter to heal all the sick in Acts 5 anointed Peter to put Ananias and 
Sapphira in the grave.  Why do we ask God for only the healing anointing?  Is God beginning to do things that are 
bringing division to reveal the imbalance between mercy and justice?  Can the church grasp covenant mercy to Mexico 
means death to the cartels?  Do we have the theology to pray death on every cartel member?  Jesus killed a fig tree! 
 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7 
Scripture: John 9:17-34 
 
 Jesus healed a blind beggar but did it on the wrong day, which created division and a spiritual inversion.  If you 
are sick is there a wrong day to get set free?  What is a spiritual inversion?  A spiritual inversion is where religious 
tradition is overturned often resulting in the followers teaching the leaders.  When God goes after tradition, wise men 
embrace humility and prepare for change.  The wisdom of the blind man in his healing brought a revealing of the 
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tradition that held people in captivity and the leaders found themselves being taught.  They could not stand the power 
of the Holy Spirit that turned their tradition on its ear and so they had to throw out the man with the revelation.  What 
would happen to the largest churches in America if suddenly, the 25,000 or 50,000-strong congregations got a revelation 
of Jesus the Judge and prayed a plumbline into their church over compromise?  Would homosexual church leaders 
survive?  Where would they go?  Would people continue to feed a beast that has become their captor?  What would a 
Holy Spirit invasion look like?  Would the sheep revolt?  If Jesus were to remove our blinders, would we see?  Come Holy 
Spirit and invade the church!  Let us wake up in the morning and have a whole new wave crashing upon the entire 
church and let God arise!  Now that is something to pray for.    
 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8 
Scripture: John 9:35-41 
 
 When blindness is healed, revelation comes and worship is released.  Jesus said in verse 39, “For judgment I 
have come into this world, that those who do not see may see, and that those who see may be made blind.”  The 
Pharisees were the leaders.  And when they heard that statement they said, “Are we blind also?” Jesus’ answer was 
about transparency and acknowledgement.  He said, “If you were blind, you would have no sin; but now you say, ‘We 
see.’ Therefore your sin remains.”  What was Jesus saying to the leaders of His generation?   He was saying, “There is no 
repentance in your life.  Because there is no willingness to change or to come out of your tradition, then you are blind.”  
Can we walk out of the priestly passivity that now rules much of the church?  Can we walk out of decades of tradition in 
time to save nations?  Can we once again see true shepherds releasing the heart of the Living God to the church?  Can 
we see the church rise up and change nations?  I believe we can, but that is not going to happen without a spiritual 
theological transition.  Teaching the church how to rule and pastor with the rod of iron could bring this change!   
 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9 
Scripture: John 10:1-6 
 
 In John 10:1-6, Jesus outlines the key characteristics of a good shepherd.  He says, “'Most assuredly, I say to you, 
he who does not enter the sheepfold by the door, but climbs up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber. But he 
who enters by the door is the shepherd of the sheep. To him the doorkeeper opens, and the sheep hear his voice; and he 
calls his own sheep by name and leads them out. And when he brings out his own sheep, he goes before them; and the 
sheep follow him, for they know his voice. Yet they will by no means follow a stranger, but will flee from him, for they do 
not know the voice of strangers.' Jesus used this illustration, but they did not understand the things which He spoke to 
them.”  One of the primary characteristics of shepherding is the willingness to pioneer by walking ahead of others.  It is 
the willingness to go where God says to go so that what we teach comes from experience.  God does not tolerate 
hypocrisy.  True shepherding means living on the cutting edge of God's truth and following the leadership of the Spirit.  
Shepherding for a prophet means fully releasing what we are hearing even though we know it is going to create division.  
Compromise comes when we diminish a message (Deuteronomy 12:32, Jeremiah 26:2) in order to gain a following and 
finance what we want to do.  Those who said yes to the Spirit in the early 1900’s paid the price of persecution.  The early 
Pentecostal’s had to pioneer something that was not well accepted.  For them, it was costly.  But they learned 
something about pioneering with the Lord.  Persecution is the seedbed of advancing the Kingdom.  If we, in faith, step 
out and follow Him, He will advance the Kingdom.  True shepherds are pioneers and they are willing to pay the price to 
pioneer in the Spirit regardless of whether anybody follows or not.  Let’s pray for the restoration of the spirit of the 
pioneer for everyone of the five-fold ministry.  It is desperately needed.  
 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10 
Scripture: John 10:7-13 
 
 Jesus drew a clear distinction between the Good Shepherd and the hireling.  The difference between the two 
was a willingness to face the wolf.  The hireling was not willing to war with the wolf.  The personal danger was too 
costly.  He simply was not willing!  Jesus sacrificed Himself while the hireling protected himself.  He would not lay his life   
down for the sheep.  The hireling would not go to war.  The enemy has infiltrated our bible schools, emphasizing the 
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Priestly over the Kingly and pimping the pastorate into passivity!  Satan has done this with a theology that refuses to 
war.  The whole birth of weasel Christianity where everything God does is good, He does not judge and we are not to 
judge is a corruption coming from seminaries and bible schools.  Passivity rules the church.  Jesus ripped into the money-
changers.  The early church was not burdened with passivity.  Stephen went to war with the wolf.  A wolf named Paul 
killed Stephen.  Jesus blinded the wolf and the wolf got saved.  The early church confronted a wolf named Herod.  Herod 
killed James and jailed Peter.   Jesus sent an angel to consume Herod and save the early church!  May the God who put 
Herod in the grave show up for every leader willing to war with a wolf.  Those who refuse to war with the wolf are 
hirelings.  May each of the five-fold offices war with the wolves until our harvest is secure! 
 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11 
Scripture: John 10:13-18 
 
 Jesus made it clear that a true shepherd has to be willing to lay his life down for the sheep.  He does that by 
warring with wolves.  The shepherd who will not go to war with the wolf is just a guy with a job looking for a paycheck.  
There has to be a transition for the guys with jobs looking for paychecks.  War is on the horizon.  We must shepherd the 
church with power and authority to prepare them for what is ahead.  Walking through the last days is really not an 
exercise in passivity, it is just the opposite.  It has to be an exercise in finding every dimension of God-given authority 
that is available and growing in it to fullness.  Any failure to develop the fullness of the authority given will hinder our 
ability to finish the race.  The greatest hindrance to the church winding up the age is the passive gospel void of the rod of 
iron.  Jesus died to put a rod of iron in the hand of the church!   Will we swing it!  Will we speak it?  Will we declare it?   
Will we call it forth?  Will we face the reality of true shepherding in the Davidic pattern?  If not, we are going to forfeit 
what God wants to do.  We have to pray for the leadership of the church to come into the fullness of their gifting and 
calling.  The time to war with wolves is here!   
 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 12 
Scripture: Acts 13:19-23, I Samuel 17:24-36 
 
 Acts 13:19-23 states, “And when He had destroyed seven nations in the land of Canaan, He distributed their land 
to them by allotment. After that He gave them judges for about four hundred and fifty years, until Samuel the prophet. 
And afterward they asked for a king; so God gave them Saul the son of Kish, a man of the tribe of Benjamin, for forty 
years. And when He had removed him, He raised up for them David as king, to whom also He gave testimony and said, ‘I 
have found David the son of Jesse, a man after My own heart, who will do all My will.’ From this man’s seed, according to 
the promise, God raised up for Israel a Savior—Jesus—.”  Jesus as our Savior is the seed of David, and Jesus as the Chief 
Shepherd has a heart patterned like David’s.  That means if you and I are going to shepherd in the Spirit of the Lord Jesus 
for the season ahead, we have to develop a Davidic heart and pastor accordingly.  How did David pastor?  What made 
David a model shepherd?   The chief issue in David is his willingness to war with any threat to the sheep.  If we do not 
develop a Davidic heart we cannot be prepared for the end-times.  We will not be ready.  Jesus in Revelation looks like 
David.  He looks exactly like David.  How much does the church today look like David.  The passivity of the pastorate has 
made the church enablers of evil, rather than warriors against the wolves who promote it.  The church should be in a 
position where we know how to war with political wolves who sodomize the military and bring destruction to the 
nation.  The church should already have dispatched the same angel that visited Herod to every one of the perverse 
politicians who think it is their job to promote homosexuality in the land.  But that is not the case!  The church today is 
passive to the core, and their fruit reflects a passive theology!  God is going to change that.   
 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 13 
Scripture: I Samuel 16:6-13 
 
 The first thing necessary to reverse the passivity of the pastorate is a fresh anointing of the Holy Spirit.  There is 
no way any one of us can be the kind of shepherd that Jesus reflects in Revelation without a fresh anointing of the Holy 
Spirit.   When Samuel took the horn of oil and anointed David in the midst of his brothers, the Spirit of the Lord came 
upon David from that day forward.  What does it mean that the Spirit of the Lord came upon him from that day 
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forward?   From that day forward shepherding was different for David.  Shepherding was different because when the 
enemy came at him he was now anointed to war with the wolf.  David’s anointing means death to wolves.  Do we even 
think it terms like that?  Well, of course not!  Why does the church not think in those terms today?  The answer is 
simple.  The passivity of the pastorate has robbed the church of the anointing to war with wolves.  God is restoring that 
even as we speak.  A fresh anointing is coming on church leaders to war with wolves.  The heart of David is once again 
rising in the church and the heart for war is coming on the people of God.  The rod of iron is going to come out of our 
mouths and we are going to follow Jesus, as both Suffering Servant and coming King.   That is the transition the church is 
in!  We, the leaders, better catch up. 
 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14 
Scripture: I Samuel 17:17-36 
 
 In I Samuel 17:17-24 David’s father Jesse sent him to check on his brothers.  But when he entered the camp he 
noticed that no one was willing to war with a giant named Goliath.  All the men of Israel fled from the giant in passivity 
and fear.  There is no grief like the grief of watching the church bow down to evil and be silent in the advancing stench of 
perversion promulgated by a single political party and its adherents.  How have we been robbed of our willingness to 
war for the most crucial foundational biblical values in society today?  When it came time to face the giant, David said 
for all to hear, God’s preparation for him came from shepherding.  The job of a shepherd required putting self-
preservation under his foot and facing the enemies that were trying to destroy the sheep.  David faced both lion and 
bear.  He killed them both.   When the sheep were threatened, the shepherd went to war!  This is the heart of a 
shepherd.  Look at the assault on the true Biblical shepherds.  David is God's example of the true Biblical shepherd.  
Jesus was a man like David.  Is Jesus viewed like David in our culture today?  Are pastors viewed like David in our culture 
today?  We have fallen a long way from the Biblical standard when the most passive office in our culture is the office of 
the pastor.  That passivity is not in God’s economy, not in God’s book and not in God’s heart.  It is time we learned to 
pastor like David—with a rod of iron!    
 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15 
Scripture: I Samuel 17:42-46 
 
 David understood that to protect sheep, his job included striking the enemy.  Striking the enemy is the 
shepherding function we find encouraged in Revelation 19:15.  Revelation 19:15 says, “Out of His mouth goes a sharp 
sword that with it He should strike the nations.”  We cannot fully pastor unless we can strike with the Word of God.  
Striking with the Word of God means releasing the judicial Hand of God on the enemy.  What David did in the natural, 
we are called to do in the Spirit.  I am convinced when the early church faced losing Peter after James death at Herod’s 
hand, their prayers struck Herod.  The answer to those prayers was the dispatching of an angel and Herod being eaten 
with worms.  David goes on to say in I Samuel 17:46, “I am going to strike you for the purpose that the earth may know 
that there is a God in Israel.”  The earth doesn’t know there is a God in the church if we do not strike the enemy and 
there is tangible evidence.  One aspect of the earth knowing that God is in the church is His response to enemies.  The 
earth will not know that God is in the church unless they see the fruit of striking with a rod of iron.  When we pray a 
judicial prayer that moves the Hand of God and it puts the enemy in the grave, the earth learns about God.  Let God 
arise in the church!  The world has more fear of Islam representing demons than of the church representing God.  Is it 
because we are not pastoring with a rod of iron?  Jesus is ready, are we? 
 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16 
Scripture: 1 Samuel 17:46,47 
 
 Verse 47 makes it clear that in addition to the earth needing to know that there is a God in Israel, the assembly 
needs to know that the Lord does not save with sword or spear.  Our battles are God's.  The battle is first spiritual.  
David's shepherding foundation taught him that in order for people to realize God was with him, they needed to see 
results.  A dead lion and a dead bear testified to the anointing.  In order for nations to see that God was in Israel, they 
had to see a dead Goliath.  In order for the fearful army of Israel to learn that it was not a numerical battle of strength or 
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size, God had to visit!  To accept it was not by sword and spear, but it was first a spiritual battle, the people had to see 
the shepherd boy kill the giant.  They had to see the Hand of God in action.  David was saying that shepherding has two 
primary functions.  Number one was teaching the church that they do not win with sword and spear but they win with 
the power of the Spirit.  Number two was demonstrating to unbelievers that God was in the church.  Failure to connect 
the perpetration of sin with consequences robs a nation of the fear of the Lord.  Goliath’s dead body had a purpose!  
Without an occasional dead body, we are not pastoring at all.  May the shepherds arise!  
 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17 
Scripture: 1 Samuel 17:48-52 
 
 David took his stand.  He went out against Goliath with a sling and a stone.  David dropped him right where he 
stood.  Great victory ensued that day and the rest of the army joined the battle when they realized that God was truly 
on their side.  In this instance, shepherding had the chief function of demonstrating the application of the rod of iron.  
David's faith moved God's Hand on the enemy.  The enemy died.  Once the army saw the Hand of God put the enemy in 
the grave, then they understood.  This was spiritual war and the majority had yet to join the battle.  The church hasn’t 
really joined the battle for the nation.   Passivity enables evil by crippling the church.  People have not seen pastors with 
a rod of iron.  That is going to change!  This is the year of change.  This is the year where God arises in the church and a 
whole new sound of whirling slings and flying stones is heard!  The warrior bride with warrior Priests who proclaim, 
prophesy and pray against an enemy is arising.  When we learn to pastor with a rod of iron, the church will join the 
battle just like Israel joined David.   
 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18 
Scripture: 1 Samuel 17:53, Psalm 55:15 
 
 Verse 53 says, “Then the children of Israel returned from chasing the Philistines, and they plundered their tents.”  
They went all the way as far as Gath and Ekron.  Ekron was the treasure city of the Philistines.  There is no spoil as long 
as passivity rules the pastorate.  Spoil is waiting for the emergence of the warrior shepherds who pastor with a rod of 
iron.  Until the warrior shepherds arise, who understand that the anointing to pastor with a rod of iron is the anointing 
to strike the champions of evil, we cannot advance.  How do you pray for a politician who champions evil?  In Psalm 
55:15, David prayed, “Let death seize them; Let them go down alive into hell, For wickedness is in their dwellings and 
among them.”  Will you please agree with David in praying an end to the politicians championing evil?   Unless they 
come to an end, we will forfeit the harvest of nations that God called us to take.  Let political goliaths fall! 
 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19 
Scripture: 1 Samuel 18:7-16 
 
 We need to be honest enough to state that as the Davids of God begin to emerge in the church world, there will 
be resistance.  There will be criticisms, there will be accusation, there will be demonic assaults.  Just as Saul sought 
David's life, so the enemy hates warrior shepherds.  David stood in the true shepherding anointing.  He brought death to 
the enemy, deliverance to Israel, blessing to the people and started dodging spears as a reward.  Any time we stand up 
for the true, those whose position is threatened become Saul-like spear chuckers.  There is no way to end the passivity 
in the pastorate without facing the spear-chucking that comes from the Sauls.  It is inevitable and we might as well 
prepare for it.  If we are going to stand for the real, then we will face the resistance that comes from those who are 
threatened by our message and anointing.  Let God arise and His enemies be scattered!   
 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20 
Scripture: Acts 20:29-33 
 
 In Acts 20:29-33, Paul is warning the wolves are coming.  He says, “For I know this, that after my departure 
savage wolves will come in among you, not sparing the flock. Also from among yourselves men will rise up, speaking 
perverse things, to draw away the disciples after themselves. Therefore watch, and remember that for three years I did 
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not cease to warn everyone night and day with tears. 'So now, brethren, I commend you to God and to the word of His 
grace, which is able to build you up and give you an inheritance among all those who are sanctified. I have coveted no 
one’s silver or gold or apparel.'”  Paul warned the early church about numerous wolves that were coming to draw away 
disciples after themselves.  Does God have a plan for sheep-stealing wolves?  Paul was saying the wolves that were 
coming had one primary motivation.  He addressed it in verse 23 when he said, “I have coveted no one’s silver or gold or 
apparel.”   As long as Paul was in position, the wolves dared not enter.  Paul possessed the authority to not only expose 
the wolves but to deal with the spirit of mammon.  Paul tells us he possessed the rod and dispensed the judicial 
authority as needed.  Paul identified wolves as those who speak perverse things and build an audience around their 
perversion of the Gospel.  Dee-as-tref-o is the word that Paul uses, it means ‘to twist or change to create one’s own 
benefit.’   Paul saw what was coming and he saw the motivation behind it was money and he identified the wolves as 
mammonite leaders.  
 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21 
Scripture: Luke 20:9-18 
 
 Jesus taught a parable about His expectations for growth and development.  In this parable about the vineyard, 
He said that if those vine-dressers who wanted to take the vineyard for themselves refused to fall on the rock, that the 
rock would fall on them and grind them to powder.  I expect we are going to have the greatest change-over we have 
ever seen in leadership this year.  Either that or we are going to have a tremendous amount of falling on the rock.  
Because in God's economy, the passivity of the pastorate must come to an end.  There is a harvest to gather and nations 
are going to be won or lost based on the condition of the hearts of the leaders.  The season of the warrior priest is at 
hand.  Jesus is going to possess pulpits in the lands where the fruits have not been given to Him.  Expect a Holy Spirit 
invasion! 
 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22 
Scripture: Acts 13:6-11, 20:29-33 
 
 When Paul said in Acts 20 that men would rise up speaking perverse and twisted things we find that same word 
used twice in Paul’s conflict with the false prophet in Acts 13:6-11.  It appears first in verse 8 where the false prophet 
sought to turn the proconsul away from the faith and it appears again in verse 10 in perverting the straight ways of the 
Lord.  It is obvious from the end of this confrontation that the false prophet goes away blind and the proconsul believes 
because he sees the astonishing demonstration of the judgment of God.  What makes a warrior shepherd and what 
makes a pile of passivity?  Shepherds go to war and bring the judicial Hand of God on the enemy when the flock is 
threatened.  Paul had the experience.   No wonder he drew that distinction for the Ephesians elders.  Name one 
institution that is not threatened by antichrist liberal activists!  May God arise and disperse the enemy.  May death seize 
those who refuse to repent! 
 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23 
Scripture: Luke 16:1-3 
 
 In the parable of the unjust servant, Jesus judges a failure to engage!  He begins to deal with those who are 
accused of wasting His goods.  Are we wasting the anointing?  The Greek word used for wasting is dia-skor-pid-zo and it 
means ‘to scatter abroad at will.’  There is a clear disconnect between doing God's will versus doing one’s own will.  The 
first major event that is revealed in Luke 16 is the change in leadership.  Those who had an anointing were called to give 
an account and the first thing that happened was they lost their anointing.  This is a very interesting parallel with 
Revelation 2 and the ascended Christ dealing with the church at Ephesus, declaring to them, “If you do not repent, I will 
take away your candlestick.”  The passivity of the pastorate must cease!  The judicial Hand of God is coming first on the 
church in greater measure, and then in greater measure on the nations.   Jesus always starts first in the church and we 
have arrived at that point.  He has given grace to turn but that grace is quickly coming to an end.  Watch Jesus reposition 
His people for greater impact this year. 
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24 
Scripture: Luke 16:1-7 
 
 When the steward discovered he was losing his stewardship, in order to preserve a place for himself, he 
discounted the message and began to require far less.  In verse 6, those who actually owed 100 measures of oil, he gave 
them a 50% discount.  If we spend all our time in church and find we are only 50% equipped, or that we are only 50% of 
where we should be, who is going to bear that deficit when we need skills that we haven't taken the time to develop?  
Who bears the loss?  The answer is the church.  The entire church bears the loss because of our immaturity.  Passivity in 
the church has greatly enabled evil in advancing its agenda.  When a nation sodomizes the military and openly promotes 
perversion, they open the judicial door to losing whole cities.  Biblical judgments cannot be far away.  Whole cities were 
destroyed in Scripture.  Whole cities stand in jeopardy because certain leaders champion evil!  Will the church be 
complicit in the destruction of cities because we fail to pray judgment on evil’s champions? 
 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
Scripture: Luke 16:8-11 
 
 Jesus commended the unjust steward as being more shrewd than the sons of light, but it is obvious He was 
being facetious because He states in verse 9, “And I say to you, make friends for yourselves by unrighteous mammon, 
that when you fail, they may receive you into an everlasting home.”  Jesus is pointing out the fact that the mammon-
based motivation for the steward’s actions guarantees a place for him in hell forever.  The ultimate penalty for those 
who corrupt their office is eternity in a very hot place.  God is not fooling around when it comes to this issue because He 
is very serious about the condition of His church.  In Luke 16:10,11 Jesus says, “He who is faithful in what is least is 
faithful also in much; and he who is unjust in what is least is unjust also in much. Therefore if you have not been faithful 
in the unrighteous mammon, who will commit to your trust the true riches?”  The greatest test that we ever have to face 
is the mammon test because it is the key to the true riches of the presence and anointing of God in our lives.  The only 
other spirit that competes directly with the Father for worship is the spirit of mammon.  We cannot serve them both, 
therefore we have to choose.  We are responsible for our own choice.   Bowing to the spirit of mammon proved to be a 
capital offence for Ananias and Sapphira!  There is a great transition coming – the true riches are about to be poured 
out.  When the true comes, mixed-seed cannot stand in His presence.  That is the anointing we are looking forward to 
seeing in manifestation and it is knocking at the door of the church. 
 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26 
Scripture: Luke 16:12,13 
 
 When we choose to be faithful on the issue of money, then we qualify for the fullness of what God has to offer.  
It becomes an issue of loyalty.  Loyalty to speak, say and do what the Spirit says to speak, say and do cannot be 
maintained without putting the desire to prosper under our feet.  Speaking what God wants said has a financial cost and 
there is a price.  The only way to not pay that price is to twist what He says.  To be accepted, we have to dilute the Word 
by leaving out the hard stuff.  Saying all that Jesus says is the only thing that pleases the Father.  The Father had much to 
say in this season about positioning ourselves for the harvest.   
 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27 
Luke 16:14,15 
 
 The Pharisees could not abide the truth of the Spirit.  It revealed their compromise.  Jesus told them, “You are 
those who justify yourselves before men, but God knows your hearts. For what is highly esteemed among men is an 
abomination in the sight of God.”  Imagine having a congregation of 50,000 people.  You would be very highly esteemed.  
That would finance your own television program and get you on major news shows.  But what if you have so 
compromised the message that people are not even getting 50% of what God says?   What if all they are getting is a feel-
good gospel?  What if the Word is so twisted that Jesus would judge you worse than the wolves and the false prophet 
that Paul confronted?   What would we do if God opened our eyes to see as He does?  Would we choose to fall on the 
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rock or would the rock fall on us?  Will we see those things happen this year?  I will be very surprised if we don’t.  
Choose wisely this year!   
 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28 
Scripture: Philippians 2:19-24 
 
 After a lifetime of ministry planting many churches, Paul makes this comment to the Philippian church in verses 
19-21, “But I trust in the Lord Jesus to send Timothy to you shortly, that I also may be encouraged when I know your 
state. For I have no one like-minded, who will sincerely care for your state. For all seek their own, not the things which 
are of Christ Jesus.”  How is it that a man can spend a lifetime in ministry and then only have one individual who he can 
trust that will not take advantage of people because they haven't passed the mammon test?  That is what Paul said.  “I 
have one guy who I can send you I trust.  His name is Timothy.”   Maybe all the others were already sent out in other 
places, but at this moment in time, Paul said I have one.  How would you like to have a lifetime in ministry and only be 
able to say, “I have just one.”?  Having a church of 50,000 is a lot more successful according to men, but what was it 
Jesus said?  “…what is highly esteemed among men is an abomination in the sight of God.”    Is it better to have one you 
can send who has no compromise in him or have 50,000 full of mixed-seed?  I think I would go with Paul and the one.  
Just having one would not pay the bills.  50,000 would be a lot better deal when it comes to paying the bills.  But when it 
comes to eternity, I will take the one, every time.   
 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 29 
Scripture: Philippians 3:7-11 
 
 Philippians 3:7-11 states, “But what things were gain to me, these I have counted loss for Christ. Yet indeed I also 
count all things loss for the excellence of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all 
things, and count them as rubbish, that I may gain Christ and be found in Him, not having my own righteousness, which 
is from the law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness which is from God by faith; that I may know 
Him and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings, being conformed to His death, if, by any 
means, I may attain to the resurrection from the dead.”  In Philippians 3, Paul outlines for us the path he took in 
transition from being very successful in the natural when he was destroying the church to successful in the power of 
God.  He said the path involved loss.  The willingness to embrace loss is the principle that stands between those who 
refuse to compromise their call and those who consistently adjust their ministry for success.  Paul identified a key as 
being their willingness to embrace loss.  A second key is the willingness to war against wolves!  The true shepherds take 
a stand against the wolves.  Identify them and if they will not turn, pray them into the grave.  I suspect this year we will 
see that conflict in epic proportions.  Which side will we be on? 
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